
Praktisches Tablett in Patchwork-Optik
Instructions No. 461

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 30 Minutes

Fabric is incredibly versatile. You can't only sew it, you can also glue it. Here, different cuts are joined together on a sturdy
tray to form a patchwork pattern, the transitions are laminated with ribbons and lace. This gives the large tray an unusual
country house look.

Here's how it works  

Wipe at the beginning Acrylic Colour in tones Umbra fired and titanium white with a damp Paint sponge over the tray and let
the primer dry 
From the different fabrics you now create a patchwork pattern and cut the individual pieces with the fabric scissors. Spread a
thin layer of wood glue on the bottom of the tray, place the cut pieces on top and press them firmly into place.
After a short drying time you can stick bobbin lace and zigzag tapes with tape-Ribbon between the blanks 
Finally, use hot glue to fix individual satin scatter roses in the corners, stick Satin ribbon over the long sides of the border and
tie bows in the tray handles.

Discover more ideas in country house design!

We have compiled an excerpt of many other country house ideas in our online shop for you:
Instruction no. 460 - romantic lamp for the bedside table
Instruction no. 462 Easter eggs wrapped with fabric strip
Instruction no. 463 - wooden cabinet in patchwork look
Manual no. 464 - Ring binder with patchwork cover
Instruction no. 465 - Decorative helpers for the sewing room
Instruction no. 466 - Practical sewing case for on the way

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/easter-eggs-wrapped-with-fabric-strips-t496/
https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/easter-eggs-wrapped-with-fabric-strips-t496/
https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/holzschraenkchen-im-patchwork-look-t497/
https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/ringbuch-mit-patchwork-deckel-t498/
https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/decorative-helpers-for-the-sewing-room-t499/
https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/practical-sewing-case-for-on-the-go-t500/


This idea is timelessly beautiful!

Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let yourself be inspired!

Must Have



Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

391085 Cotton fabric "Gent", country house flowers 0.2

560085-67 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlIvory 1

644303-03 VBS Double page Adhesive tape3 mm 1

120371-16 VBS Flat brush "Easy-Brush"Size 16/14,4 mm 1

330350 VBS Painting sponges, 3 pieces 1

110488 Ponal express wood glue, 120 g 0

VBS Pine wood tray

22,95 €
 Item

details
Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/vbs-pine-wood-tray-a28720/
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